
Motio Software

Enabling the Most Accurate and Reliable IBM Cognos 
Implementations

Motio, Inc. is a global software company and IBM Premier Business Partner. At 
Motio, we develop software solutions that enable the most accurate and reliable 
Business Intelligence implementations. We don’t make BI software, we simply make 
it better.

Since 1999, Motio has been a home for professionals who are passionate about the 
art of software development. Our mission during this time has centered around 
building innovative solutions which improve the lives of our customers. We don’t 
just do this for a living, we do this because it is our passion.

A Commitment to the IBM Cognos Community

Motio committed to offering a free product that provides utilities to the IBM 
Cognos market. In 2008, Motio launched MotioPI™, a free tool that empowers 
Cognos professionals with a more efficient way to manage their BI environments. 
MotioPI has been widely adopted throughout the Cognos community. In 2015, 
MotioPI for IBM Cognos TM1™ was introduced. A product parallel to its BI 
counterpart, MotioPI-TM1 offers better insight by easing the effort it takes to 
interrogate Cognos TM1 environments.

Products for IBM Cognos TM1

MotioPI-TM1: Interrogate TM1. The FREE tool for Cognos TM1 enables users to 
retrieve answers to questions about their TM1 environment in a more efficient 
manner. Find obsolete objects that waste memory, and use querying capabilities to 
quickly find information.

QUBEdocs™: TM1 information governance. Motio is an authorized distributor of 
QUBEdocs, the model management solution for Cognos TM1. It provides a greater 
understanding of how TM1 models hang together, the impact that model changes 
can have, and provides automated documentation necessary for auditing 
purposes.
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Products for IBM Cognos BI

MotioCI™: Proactive, accuracy, safety-net. MotioCI is the first and only 
integrated life-cycle management system providing automated version control, 
streamlined release management, and continuous BI testing for IBM Cognos. 
MotioCI delivers complete governance, risk, and compliance management.
 

MotioADF™: Custom visualizations. Quickly and efficiently unify multiple BI 
systems (Cognos, Microstrategy, Tableau, etc.) into one customized web 
application. MotioADF empowers IBM Cognos customers with the capability to 
integrate new features and capabilities on top of  IBM Cognos products.

ReportCard: Optimize Cognos performance. Identify inefficiencies in your BI 
environment, automatically apply improvements, and test the amount of stress 
your implementation can handle. 
 

MotioPI™: Ease Cognos administration. The FREE tool empowers Cognos 
professionals to more efficiently manage and retrieve information from their BI 
environment. 

MotioPI Pro: Bulk update Cognos. Rapidly initiate administrative actions across 
large numbers of Cognos reports, queries, properties, users, etc. 

Persona IQ®: Consolidate Cognos namespaces. Seamlessly transition Cognos 
between external authentication sources without changing Cognos content or 
breaking the existing security configuration. Safely migrate Cognos content, 
models, and configuration from one authentication provider to another (e.g. Series 
7 to Active Directory).

MotioCAP™: Integrate security. Leverages existing, unsupported security 
sources for Cognos authentication and authorization. The MotioCAP framework 
easily maps Cognos authentication to nonstandard security sources such as 
relational databases, web services, etc.

SDK Services. Motio offers professional services for Cognos SDK and mashup 
implementations. Motio’s SDK experts have guided hundreds of Cognos customers 
to integrate Cognos in new ways.
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